Addendum and Errata User Guide
What to Expect: Addendum
The CodeNEXT Addendum consists of content updates made to Draft 3, the Staff Policy
Recommendation, which was released in February 2018. Content was updated after evaluating feedback
received through venues such as CiviComment and the online mapping tool.
Each page of the Addendum has Draft 3 text with associated addendum changes. Examples of
Addendum updates include, but are not limited to, the addition of new text, changes to diagrams, and
the deletion of text.
The addendum does not include every page of Draft 3; rather, it shows the pages with content changes.
In some cases, text on the Draft 3 page and associated Addendum page may not line up perfectly, as
edits can alter the alignment of text (for example, if text was added or deleted on a previous page, the
first or last line may be different). The document is structured sequentially and includes all identified
addendum items.
What’s the same:
- Draft 1 content (released January 2017) is in black text
- Changes from Draft 1 to Draft 2 (released September 2017) are in green text
- Changes from Draft 2 to Draft 3 (released February 2018) changes are in purple text
What’s new:
- New addendum text is in orange
- New text that is difficult to locate due to the scope or location of the change will have
an orange arrow pointing out updated content
- If text was deleted, there is an orange box around the original D3 text (left side of page);
the addendum (right side of the page) shows the content as it will read going forward.
What to Expect: Errata
The CodeNEXT Draft 3 Errata includes minor edits that do not alter content. Examples of Errata updates
include grammatical edits, formatting changes, and cross-reference updates.
The Errata does not incorporate Addendum updates, and it includes every page of Draft 3. Pages with
errata have a blue comment bubble with a number. The following page will have the content of each
comment bubble.
What’s the same:
- Draft 1 content is in black text
- Changes from Draft 1 to Draft 2 are in green text
- Changes from Draft 2 to Draft 3 changes are in purple text

What’s new:
- Blue comment bubbles indicate an errata item; the following page shows the content of
the errata item
Note: Additional Addenda may be issued based on continued discussions with the land use commissions
as a result of their public hearings and deliberations.

